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ABS~I~ACT

Key-punching in our computer center is modelled as a queuing si~.ulation
with two servers (typists) and three priority classes (small, medium,
large jobs). The 90q quantiles of the waiting times per job class are
estimated for different borderlines (X and Y) between the three job classes.
We investigate several regression equations, expressing the quantiles as
functions in X and Y. Response Surface Methodology (a hill-climbing method)
is applied to find the optimal class limits. This leads to a reformulation
of the problem, explicitly incorporating tradeoffs among the quantiles of
each of the three job classes. Approximately optimal class limits are
determined. We demonstrate that reducing the ,n~nber of job classes from
three to two, gives bad results.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a preceding paper the following practical problem was reported; see
Coppus et al. (1976): The computer center of our university provides key-
punching services to all its users. There are two typists (servers) avail-
able. To provide a"reasonable" turnaround time the following priorities
are established. Small jobs (S-jobs) have priority over medium (M) jobs,
which in turn are key-punched before large (L) jobs. Within each of the
three priority classes a first-come-first-served rule holds. The priority
rules are not preemptive. The computer center's management wishes to know
how to choose the borderline X between "small" and "medium" jobs, and tYie
limit Y between "medium" and "large" jobs. Classification of jobs is pos-
sible indeed, since the key-punching time for a job can be accurately
enough predicted from the code sheets to be key-punched. The choice of X
and Y is based on the queuing time, i.e. the waiting time excluding key-
punching itself. The interarrival times (in minutes) are exponentially
distributed with parameter a- 0.033. The service times are also exponential
with parameter u- 0.021, and a minimum value of 9.5625 minutes. During our
investigation it soon turned out that management is not so much interested
in the average queuing time, as in helping "as many people as fast
as possible". It was agreed that we could formulate this criterion as the
90q quantile, i.e. if X denotes queuing time, then the 90~ quantile Q is
such that



P(x ~ Q) - 0.90

So there is only a 10~ chance that customers have to wait longer than Q.
From our problem formulation it follows that we formulate the

system as a queuing system with two service stations (typists) and three
classes based on the lenghts of the service times. This problem has not
been solved analytically, so that we use simulation. We estimate the quan-
tile with known statistical accuracy, i.e., we compute a confidence inter-
val for Q. The next step is to compute the effects of the control limits
X and Y on Q in order to minimize Q. To compute confidence intervals we
analyzed the simulation using its regenerative property, i.e.~when the
system becomes empty (both servers idle), a new history starts independent-
ly of the past simulated history; see Coppus et al,(1976).

2. PREVIOUS RESULTS

In the preceding report, Coppus et al,(1976), a quadratic function was
fitted to 19 observations, i.e.,

Qi - Yo t Y1 Xi t Y2 Yi f Y11 Xi f Y12 XiYi t Y22 Yi t ei

(i - 1,...,19) (2.1)

where Q: 90q quantile of, say,medium jobs
X: borderline between small and medium jobs
Y: borderline between medium and large jobs
Y: regression parameter
i: index of X,Y combination

The statistical tests applied to the resulting regression equations showed
that X and Y ao. have effects but the quadratic model does not correctly
specify these effects. In the next section we shall investigate some alter-
native models.

3. ALTERNATIVE REGRESSION MODELS

The following alternative regression models are investigated:
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(i) Replace Y by Y-X in eq~(2.1). This yields new values for y1 (the
effect of X), etc.. However, these new values remain insignificant when
tested individually,i.e., the t-statistics corresponding to Y1 through
Y22 are less than t13 (-1.77 for a- 0.05). The joint effect of X and Y
(measured by the F-statistic) remains significant, i.e., we cannot replace

eq. (2.1) by Q- Y. For details on the atatistical tests we refer to0
Coppus et al.(1976).
(ii) Replace X and Y by p1 and p2, the probability of a job falling in

class 1(small jobs) and 2(medium jobs) respectively:

p1 - tá u exF(-ux) dx (a - 9.5625, u- 0.021) (3.1)
and

p2 - IX u exP(-ux) dx (3.2)

Unfortunately, the regression coefficients remain insignificant.

(iii) Next we try some models with the ratio X,IY as an explanatory variable.

Again we are not satisfied with the results~
(iv) Then we consider models, not quadratic but simply linear in X and Y.
For instance:

Qs - ~9 .1~1~ t o .63X - 0 .03Y
(t : 10.79 9.73 -1.48 ) (3.3)

where Qs denotes the 90q quantile of small jobs, and the numbers in
brackets denote the t-statisties of the corresponding regression para-
meters. This model suggests that Qs is sensitive to X,but not to Y. There-
fore we also compute the following models with a single explanatory variable:

QS - 43.66 t 0.63X
(t : 17.70 9.36 )

where R2 - 0.84. For large jobs R2 was only 0.38:

QL - - 9392 f 85.32Y
(t . 1.99 3.23 )

(3.~)

(3.5)

We do gain some insight as a result of the above exercises: The quantile of
small jobs seems to be influenced mainly by the X-limit, not by the Y-
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limit. This does make sense on hindsight: If X increases then (independent-
ly of Y), there are more small jobs (more competitors), so that queuing
times increase in this job class; see eq~ (3.~).

4. RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY

The preceding 8ection shows that we are unable to find a model that
adequately explains the effects of the X and Y limits. Therefore we change
our goal. We shall try to determine the direction of the X and Y effects
locall , i.e., not over the full area of experimentation. More specifically~

Q - f(X,Y)

is approximated locally by the linear model

Q - ~o } 61X f S2Y

where X and Y vary over a smaller area than the 19 combinations do in the
above set of experiments. Eq. (4.2) may be consídered to be the Taylor series
approximation to eq. ( 4.1). The signs of S1 and S2 tell us whether we
should increase or decrease X and Y when we want to minimize Q. The relative
changes in X and Y depend on the ratio 61~R2, so-called steepest descent
method. As we approach the "bottom of the valley", the linear model becomes
a bad guide for determining the X, Y effects.In that stage of experiment-
ation we shall introduce a quadratic model for local search. Such a model
also permits us to investigate the character of the optimum region: Is there
a unique minimum, a saddle point or a ridge? For details on Response Surface
Methodology ( RSM) we refer to, e.g. Meyers ( 1971) and Kleijnen (1975). Let

us next see how this procedure applies to our problem.

As a preliminary analysis we apply the linear model of eq. (4.2)

to the 19 observations already available. Fig. 1 demonstrates the results.
(Similar results for the quantiles of inedium and large jobs are not dis-
played.) The arrows in Fig. 1 show in which direction the X and Y limits
should be changed in order to decrease the quantile Q. These arrows are
based on fitting eq. (4.2) locally; see the quadrangles each enclosing 5

X, Y combinations. Note that the partitioning of the 19 observations into
specific groups (quadrangles) was done íntuitively. The t-tests for S1 and
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~2 in eq. (1~.2) show sígnificant X-effects and insignificant Y-effects
(as in ~eq. (3.3)where the regression coefficients are based on all 19
instead of 5 local observations). Consequently, all axrows point to the

left in Fig. 1, but some arrows indicat,e that Y should be decreased,

whereas other arrows suggest higher Y values.
The analysis of the available material further suggests that

a lower Y value decreases the quantile of inedium and large jobs. Therefore
we decided to start our search in the area shown in Table 1, where a cross

denotes a combination actually simulated. This yields quadrangle G in

Fig. 2, where to save space.we show the results for large jobs only.

X 20 25 30Y

9o x
100 x x x
110 x

Table 1`: Starting values of X and Y in RSM.

We also estimate the quantiles for small and medium jobs in these areas

G through N. When we estimate the path of steepest descent in each of

these areas, we find that, say, area I in Fig. 3 suggests lower X and

Y values for medium jobs. Actually, the next area K in Fig. 3 corresponds

with higher X and Y values: It is the direction of the arrow in area I of

Fig. 2, which explains this situation. In other words, the path of steep-

est descent for large jobs is not at all identical to the paths for

medium and small jobs: The actual path we follow, is the result of the

paths computed per area for both medium and large jobs. Notice that once

we perform a simulation to investigate, say, area K for large jobs, we

also estimate the quantiles of small and medium jobs in that area. Also

notice that we cannot follow a path exactly, when it would lead to a

negative X.

5. RI~ORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

As we have just explained, each of the three job classes has con-
flicting optimal X and Y values. At the end of section 3 we further con-
cluded that the smallest X value is optimal, considering onl small jobs.



Likewise~ the smallest Y value is optimal for medium jobs, since it reduces
the number of competitive jobs in that class. Obviously, at least on hind-
sight, the minimization of waiting times in a system with separate job class-
es, requires tradeoffs among the waiting times per class. We should not mini-
mize waiting times per class independently. Together with the manager of the
computer center we decided to reformulate our problem as follows:

Minimize Qr - WS.QS } WM.QM } WL.QL

where the weight W denotes the relative number of jobs in a class, e.g.~

number of small jobs
WS - total number of jobs

so that

WSfWMtWL- 1

Moreover, Q' denotes the relative quantile, e.g.,

p, -~0~ quantile of small jobs
~5 average service time of small jobs

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

Eqs. (5.1) through (5.4) formalize a"nice" optimization problem. For in-
stance, a decrease of X leads to the following (conflicting) results: a lower
WS, a lower quantile and average service time of small jobs, a higher WM, etc.
Some numerical examples are shown in Table 2, where A denotes average service
time.

Limits
X Y

Small jobs
WS Q' A

Medium jobs
WM Q' A

Large jobs
WL Qr A

Criterion
Q'

10 140 .o0 47 10 .93 214 48 .07 2954 187 5.19
40 140 .48 69 23 .46 245 73 .06 2908 190 3.89

10 180 .00 55 10 .96 346 53 .03 8804 230 7.41
40 180 .47 70 23 .50 404 79 .03 5969 230 4.74

Table 2: Effects of X and Y

We apply RSM to find the values of X and Y that minimize the composite
criterion Q' of eq. (5.1). We start near X- 30 and Y- 180, the current
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-1G 4. Steepest descent applied to composite criterion Q'



values used by the computer center. In the areas A, B and C we can still
use the old date, but area D takes us into a new area (in Fig. 1 all X
values were smaller than 50). Our next move to area D yields results,
which point back to area C: To check whether we are approaching the op-
timal area, we experiment in the neighbouring areas E and F. In the latter
areas, however, the fitted linear models have extremely low R2's (0.11 and
0.15 respectively). Note that the Q' values do not vary much until we
decrease X towards 10 or Y towards 50.

Since we seem to approach the optimal area, we express Q' as a
second degree polynominal in X and Y. The two areas over which this poly-
nominal is fitted, are shown by the ellipsoidal curves in Fig. 4. Unfor~
tunately these polynomia„~s are only rough models since their R2's are
low (0.20 in the smaller area, 0.59 in the larger area),, and their
coefficients are not significant. For the 3,arger area the results are:

Q' ~- 0.7 t o.06X t o.oSY t o.00o8X2 - o.o01XY t o.00002Y2
(t :- 0.18 0.56 1.41 1.20 - 1.54 0.29) (5.5)

Solving 8Q'~àX - 0 and 8Q'~8Y - 0, yields the "optimal" values X- 50 and
Y~ 150, when Q' - 4.14. Since these values are based on a rough model,
we cannot firmly reject the values used until now by the computer center,
namely X- 30, Y- 180.
We briefly investigate whether it would hurt to reduce the number of job
classes from three to two. (Mathematically, this situation arises if X- 0,
or Y-~, or X- Y.) Denote the borderline between the two job classes by
X. Table 3 shows that increases of Q' arise.

Limit
X

Small jobs
W Q' A

Large
W

jobs
Q' A

Criterion
Q'

20 .20 56 15 .80 829 79 10.7
30 .35 62 19 .65 1574 79 14.2
40 .47 66 23 .53 845 87 6.5
50 .57 75 27 .43 1061 98 6.3

Table 3: Two job classes only.
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